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The Mature Brain delivers very good news for those in the second half of lifestyle, with a
fantastic account of cutting-edge neuroscience, groundbreaking psychology, fascinating
vignettes from history and case studies, and practical advice for personal growth strategies.
Gene Cohen, a famous psychiatrist and gerontologist, draws from a lot more than thirty years
of study showing that surprising positive adjustments in our brains possess the powerful
potential to enhance, not diminish, our lives after fifty.
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READ EVERY Term - WONDERFUL BOOK This book is EXTRAORDINARY.This book not merely
provided compelling evidence that aging can be a rewarding amount of life, but also
provided a fresh set of expectations in what rewards will accompany the aging process. I have
never really had the good fortune to hear Dr. Cohen speak, but his voice comes through the
pages of the book loud and apparent. Book in good condition. He told me that he previously
participated in thousands upon a large number of situations relating to the last rites of people
who were about to die.· You need to understand a bit about the brain's mind-boggling
circuitry. A Must Read, regardless of age! All of them talked about the things they had not
really done, but wished they had completed. I found the entire book to be chock filled with
optimistic statements and beliefs predicated on Gene Cohen's duration of scientific learning.
All the above appeared on page 106.That is incredible information this man is quitting.I don't
know about you, however when I grab a reserve, the cover catches my eyes, and the feel. I
would recommend “The Mature Brain” in the FIND OUT MORE parts of Chapter 8: Brain
Longevity in my own new reserve,  What font will the author used, and how big is that font? Is
the author long-winded in his statements? Does the reserve have a supplementary hundred, or
two hundred webpages of filler material, or does the author get to the idea? Am I going to
take one or two fantastic thoughts out of this book, or is it filled with gems on every page, just
waiting for me to get at them? Make it to enable you to appear back some day time, and
state - NO REGRETS AND MEAN IT. It was just the inspiration I required to deal with what few
wellness challenges I now have, so that I could enter the next phases of my life physically more
powerful and better able to reap its rewards! This chapter will transform your thinking as to
what pension can be about. It can end up being the very best years of our lives. I take
advantage of to think that when people get outdated, they obtain cranky, and nasty. Not one
of them ever said, "You know, I should been employed by harder. I suddenly realized that hey,
these folks were like this when they were youthful. They didn't have to get aged, to get
nasty.The book is filled with interesting anecdotes about differing people at different stages of
their lives. This man should write a reserve interviewing 100 different fascinating people who
are in their 80's or 90's. Bring it on!Among the gifts that later years can bring may be the ability
to selectively re-live differing times in your existence if you have remarkable recall of what
occurred. I would recommend “The Mature Mind” in the Learn More sections of . His brain was
extraordinarily alive, and lively, with incredible recall.!! Purchase it today, browse it from cover
to cover. Four Stars Cohen's good work. how points are changing for that age segment each
day. In other terms because you're old, that doesn't mean you've "consumed" your brain's
memory capability. Organized and Informative Highly recommended for anybody beginning to
contemplate retirement, mainly because wells those currently retired. What did they think about
within the last a few minutes to hours, of their particular lives?He said that none of these
expressed guilt over factors that they had done. We are limited only by the time we have in life
for learning - our brains could consist of many lifetimes of information. A man might have
wanted to go salmon fishing in a river in Montana, or spent more time with his girl in New
Orleans. It wasn't until about five years back;"This publication by Gene Cohen gives new
meaning to later years, and what it could become for each of us who are willing to grasp the
possibilities and ACT on them. As I get older, I am 55 right now, I understand what he meant.
Give it to your parents if they are still alive, or a loved one. The reserve contains many
interesting suggested activities and resources for staying socially engaged and connected
with your true inner self as you age group in retirement. In his publication, “The Mature Mind,”
Dr.We couldn't put this reserve straight down, that's how interesting I found it.Richard Stoyeck



Great book This is required reading for a graduate class I was signed up for last semester. It
amazed me that once I got into the reserve, I truly enjoyed it. It offered some really great, eye-
opening perspectives on aging, what the elderly anticipate versus what they encounter, & This
individual was in his late 80's. I would definitely recommend it to anyone interested in
gerontology & Change Attitudes About Aging Cohen offeres a compelling accounting of the
capacity of the mind and its impact on older adults. I asked him if there is anything in keeping
among the people involved? I enjoyed the summary descriptions of four psychological stages
most of us traverse over the course of our lives. Escape that rut, and undertake new
challenges. A positive book! If you're concerned about what your mind does as you age, this
publication is for you.· The limits on memory are logistical, not really fundamental. This amounts
to a refreshing revision of the prevailing understanding of what it means to age. This is the
essential logical encouragement most of us will need to have to happily live much longer and
get and present the most. Irrespective of your actual age read this book! Five Stars Fab!! Gene
Cohen uses more than 30 years of analysis to teach readers about the ground-breaking most
recent research of neuroscience that demonstrates the potential of the mind following the age
of 50.! I asked him what was the great thing about being older. He said it had been the ability
to constantly entertain himself by thinking about events in the past that happened 40, 50, 60,
even 70 years back. the analysis of aging. Having less knowledge and misconceptions about
the aging brain are enormous. Old dogs, fresh tricks? I haven't discovered anything out there
like this, and Cohen is the perfect gentleman to create such a book. A revelation Even though I
was raised around people who talked about the pains and ill health that accompanied
aging, I under no circumstances quite believed that was what we were fated to anticipate.Still,
it came mainly because an excellent revelation that I had not been alone in my own belief,
and that there is strong evidence that aging simply because a period of decay was bit more
when compared to a myth. Every page I read provides HOPE to most of us that the last years
of our lives could be beautiful years of thought, of action, of reflection. Chapter 7 is about
"Reinventing Retirement". Couldn't agree more We totally agree. I'm a vignette writer and story
teller at 81. Cohen documents the performance of the mature brain and serves as an
inspiration to all folks. I talked to a man once who was in his 90's, and had been an editor of a
significant magazine in his previous years... Every day each of us can be an writer, and we are
active writing our very own scripts - OUR LIVES.! I want see how the pages feel as I change
them.We met a man who was among the couple of the most powerful Cardinals in the Vatican.
Just listen to an array of sentences on just one randomly selected page:· A life without memory
is a ghost life at greatest· Our brains haven't any known limits for memory storage. it's like a
skipping record Perhaps I was expecting more connections and explanations of biological
studies. It references many studies, but after a while, it's such as a skipping record. I'm just in to
the first third of the reserve, so maybe another two-thirds will improve.
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